Introduction {#section1-1849454418777186}
============

Human liver is a vital organ for health and survival, performing biochemical functions, namely, protein synthesis, production of digestive enzymes, and detoxification.^[@bibr1-1849454418777186]^ Liver fibrosis/cirrhosis is a pathological condition in which functions of liver are impaired by chronic liver insult. Cirrhosis of liver is the histological development of regenerative nodules surrounded by fibrous bands in response to chronic liver injury which leads to portal hypertension and end-stage liver disease. Fibrosis is a reversible natural wound healing response to chronic liver injury resulting in accumulation of extra cellular matrix (ECM); precursor of cirrhosis. Despite varied etiology, the pathological characteristics which include degeneration, necrosis of hepatocytes, and replacement of liver parenchyma by fibrotic tissues and regenerative nodules are common and ultimately result in liver dysfunction.^[@bibr2-1849454418777186]^

After an acute injury, there will be regeneration and replacement of liver parenchymal cells to necrotic and apoptotic cells. If injury persists, there will be substitution of hepatocytes with abundant ECM having contractile, inflammatory, and fibrogenic properties.^[@bibr3-1849454418777186]^ Activation of hepatic stellate cells (HSCs) is a crucial step of tissue injury and regeneration.^[@bibr4-1849454418777186]^ Quiescent HSCs present in space of Disse will be activated and trans-differentiate into myofibroblasts like cells which are responsible for ECM production and accumulation in injured liver.^[@bibr5-1849454418777186]^ Accumulation of ECM is due to increased synthesis and decreased degradation by over expression of tissue inhibitors of metallo proteinases which inhibits matrix metallo proteinases. Fibrotic liver contains 3--10 times more ECM compared to normal liver which includes collagen types, glycoproteins, proteoglycans, and glycosaminoglycans.^[@bibr2-1849454418777186]^

Accurate assessment of degree of hepatotoxicity especially at early stage is crucial for clinical management to predict prognosis and therapeutic decision even to reverse liver fibrosis/cirrhosis to normal architecture of liver. Despite development of potential diagnostic tests, for the past 50 years, liver biopsy is still considered as gold standard for diagnosis of chronic liver diseases (CLDs), which is associated with pain and complications. Biomarkers are used to diagnose or monitor the activity of disease and to assess therapeutic response for CLD.^[@bibr2-1849454418777186]^

A biomarker is a molecule that is analytically measured with well-established performance characteristics in an established scientific frame work of evidence that elucidates physiological, toxicological, pharmacological, or clinical outcome.^[@bibr6-1849454418777186]^ Biomarkers can be gene variants, single nucleotide polymorphisms, gene expression products, metabolites, polysaccharides, circulating nucleotides, and proteins.^[@bibr7-1849454418777186]^

Validation of a biomarker includes assessing the biomarker, measuring the performance characteristics, and determining the range of conditions for reproducibility and accuracy. Biomarker validation relates biomarker with biological process and clinical end point and is necessary for fit-for-purpose. Validation helps research data for better patient care. An ideal biomarker for CLD should be specific, sensitive to indicate active damage, prior to histological changes, easily accessible in peripheral tissue, and cost-effective.^[@bibr2-1849454418777186],[@bibr6-1849454418777186]^ A biological marker objectively measures and evaluates normal biological, pathogenic process, or pharmacological response to a drug. Surrogate markers serve as a substitute for a clinically meaningful end point. Prognostic biomarker indicates likely outcome of a disease irrespective of treatment. Predictive biomarker helps to assess response to a particular treatment. Pharmacodynamic biomarker gives interaction between drug and target.^[@bibr6-1849454418777186],[@bibr7-1849454418777186]^ In this review, an attempt has been made to understand the process of proteomic biomarker development which includes protein biomarker discovery, validation, and pitfalls in biomarker pipeline for CLD.

Biomarker development by proteomic approach {#section2-1849454418777186}
===========================================

Establishment of correlation between disease state and biomarker alterations will help clinician for diagnosis and tailored therapy.^[@bibr8-1849454418777186]^ In CLD, protein domain will have alterations where the amount of protein from liver enters into circulation and serves as an indicator for degree of liver dysfunction, which holds good for discovery of novel protein biomarkers using proteomics.^[@bibr9-1849454418777186]^ Proteins have more structural diversity and stability than DNA and RNA and carry more information than nucleic acids which are dynamic and reflection of cellular physiology.^[@bibr10-1849454418777186]^ Advances in proteomic approach help discover and identify clinically significant protein biomarker candidates for CLD. Protein biomarker pipeline includes a series of essential components such as discovery, research assay optimization, analytical and clinical validation, and clinical utility ([Figure 1](#fig1-1849454418777186){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr11-1849454418777186],[@bibr12-1849454418777186]^

![Biomarker discovery and validation; advances in omics will generate clinically significant biomarker candidates which need validation through verification studies and clinical assay development. *Source*: Adapted from the study by Nies et al.^[@bibr12-1849454418777186]^](10.1177_1849454418777186-fig1){#fig1-1849454418777186}

Protein biomarker candidate discovery {#section3-1849454418777186}
=====================================

Protein biomarker discovery is a simplified, semiquantitative, unbiased binary comparison between diseased and normal using biological samples for maximal detection of significant protein expression differences. It needs avoiding contamination of other diseases and confounding factors.^[@bibr2-1849454418777186],[@bibr13-1849454418777186]^ Proteins that are differentially expressed between CLD and normal are due to changes in translation, posttranslational modifications, and degradation or that are involved in pathophysiological changes which are good sources of biomarker candidates.^[@bibr10-1849454418777186]^ Comparative analysis between diseased and healthy generates hundreds of protein biomarker candidates that are differentially expressed. There is an inverse relationship between number of samples analyzed and number of proteins quantified ([Figure 2](#fig2-1849454418777186){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr13-1849454418777186],[@bibr14-1849454418777186]^

![Discovery of protein biomarker; protocol for the development of protein biomarker candidate. *Source*: Adapted from the study by Rifai et al.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186]^](10.1177_1849454418777186-fig2){#fig2-1849454418777186}

Discovery of protein biomarker candidates for CLD, plasma/serum is the best choice among other body fluids, represents physiological and pathological process.^[@bibr15-1849454418777186]^ During discovery phase, the variables (study design, preanalytical, and analytical) which affect precision should be minimized. Study population should be selected from a well-defined study design with definite inclusion and exclusion criteria to minimize bias. Case control study or cohort study usually considered as a better study design for discovery phase of biomarker. Multiple sources of bias could be seen in retrospective and observational studies.^[@bibr16-1849454418777186]^ Preanalytical variables such as type and manufacture of collection tubes, phlebotomy device, patient's posture, time of sample collection, type of sample to be collected, storage conditions, and sample preparation should be controlled in order to get significant observation. Analytical variables such as mass resolution and collision energy need to be controlled to minimize the source of variations.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186],[@bibr14-1849454418777186]^

In candidate discovery for CLD, to obtain significant protein expressional difference, use of gold standard sample is recommended. Plasma is the biofluid of choice (Human Proteomic Organization), and contains proteins that reflect a variety of human diseases.^[@bibr17-1849454418777186]^ Anticoagulants (EDTA or citrate) cause osmotic shifting of fluid from cell to plasma, which gives 10% less values when compared to serum and are known to chelate cations, and give negative results in case protein of interest has cations in its structure. Antigenic epitope mask might happen which reduces immunoreactivity because of heparin.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186],[@bibr18-1849454418777186]^ Compared to plasma, proteins are more stable in serum. For large studies, serum is the preferred sample by clinicians since it is the most simple matrix.^[@bibr14-1849454418777186]^ Although individual sample analysis is recommended, pooling strategy with definite criteria from multiple individuals reduces sample number and cost.^[@bibr19-1849454418777186]^

Protein biomarker discovery in plasma/serum is complicated. Around 99% of protein content is comprised of 20 abundant proteins which interfere in identification and characterization of low abundant proteins by mass spectral and electrophoretic analysis.^[@bibr20-1849454418777186][@bibr21-1849454418777186][@bibr22-1849454418777186]--[@bibr23-1849454418777186]^ Depletion of abundant proteins allows detection of low abundant proteins. But there is a chance for further removal of low abundant proteins that are bound to high abundant proteins.^[@bibr14-1849454418777186]^ For accurate protein biomarker candidate discovery for CLD, depletion of albumin (55% of total protein) and immunoglobulins may be achieved using high affinity columns.^[@bibr21-1849454418777186],[@bibr22-1849454418777186]^ In two-dimensional gel electrophoresis (2-DE), depletion dilemma can be rectified using narrow pH (3--5.6) range which avoids interference of abundant proteins (albumin, transferrin, and immunoglobulins).^[@bibr9-1849454418777186],[@bibr14-1849454418777186]^

After depletion, discovery may be carried out by fractionation and purification using different analytical methods: 2-DE for separation of proteins followed by identification of significant protein spots using software tools. Identified spots are subjected for in-gel digestion to identify peptides and proteins either by surface-enhanced laser desorption-ionization (SELDI) or matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization (MALDI) or liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) and proteomics search engines, that is, Mascot or SEQUEST.^[@bibr24-1849454418777186][@bibr25-1849454418777186]--[@bibr26-1849454418777186]^ Unlike gel-based discovery, LC-MS carried out before or after enrichment of proteins by trypsin digestion, splitting long proteins into short peptides followed by chromatographic separation in addition to mass to charge ratio.^[@bibr14-1849454418777186],[@bibr27-1849454418777186],[@bibr28-1849454418777186]^

2-DE has limited sensitivity and reproducibility compared to LC-MS. The main disadvantage of SELDI/MALDI is difficulty in detection of differential pattern and identification of peaks. Automated LC-MS is suitable for protein biomarker discovery. Secondary ions collected from chromatographic profiles from MS spectra are subjected to proteomic search engines.^[@bibr29-1849454418777186],[@bibr30-1849454418777186]^ Identified peptides are used to determine differential expression between CLD and normal. Use of parametric statistical tools prior to peptide identification is recommended. Biomarker candidates reported and identified for CLD by one group of researchers are not identified by another group ([Table 1](#table1-1849454418777186){ref-type="table"}) because of lack of standardization of multistep procedures. Selection of specific criteria during LC-MS gives complexity and errors for reproducibility between laboratories. Biomarker discovery and validation should be performed in a blinded fashion, free from bias, and performed in a similar fashion that remove all confounding factors and generate significant biomarker candidates.^[@bibr30-1849454418777186]^

###### 

Protein biomarker candidates identified by proteomic analysis for liver fibrosis.

![](10.1177_1849454418777186-table1)

  Authors                                          Etiology of liver fibrosis   Type of sample   Proteomic techniques                                Protein biomarker candidates identified
  ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------- ---------------- --------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
  White et al.^[@bibr31-1849454418777186]^         HCV                          Serum            2-DE and LC-MS                                      α2 macroglobulin
                                                                                                                                                     Haptoglobin
                                                                                                                                                     Complement C4
                                                                                                                                                     Serum retinol binding protein
                                                                                                                                                     Apolipoprotein A1
                                                                                                                                                     Apolipoprotein A-IV
  Gangadharan et al.^[@bibr32-1849454418777186]^   HCV                          Serum            2-DE and LC-MS                                      α2 macroglobulin
                                                                                                                                                     Inter-α-trypsin inhibitor heavy chain H4
                                                                                                                                                     α1 antichymotrypsin
                                                                                                                                                     Apolipoprotein L1
                                                                                                                                                     Paraoxonase/aryleserase 1
                                                                                                                                                     Zinc-α2-glycoprotein
                                                                                                                                                     CD5 antigen-like protein
                                                                                                                                                     β2 glycoprotein I
  Gangadharan et al.^[@bibr9-1849454418777186]^    HCV                          Serum            2-DE, LC-MS, and in-solution isoelectric focusing   Beta chains of C3 and C4
  Gangadharan et al.^[@bibr33-1849454418777186]^   HCV                          Serum            2-DE and LC-MS                                      Adiponectin
                                                                                                                                                     Sex hormone binding protein
                                                                                                                                                     14-3-3 protein zeta/delta
                                                                                                                                                     Complement C3dg
                                                                                                                                                     Immunoglobulin J chain
                                                                                                                                                     Apolipoprotein CIII
                                                                                                                                                     Corticosteroid binding globulin
                                                                                                                                                     α2 HS glycoprotein
                                                                                                                                                     Lipid transfer inhibitor protein
                                                                                                                                                     Haptoglobin-related protein
  Katrinli et al.^[@bibr34-1849454418777186]^      HBV                          Liver tissue     2-DE and LC-MS                                      Apolipoprotein A1
                                                                                                                                                     Pyruvate kinase
                                                                                                                                                     Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
                                                                                                                                                     Glutamate dehydrogenase
                                                                                                                                                     Alcohol dehydrogenase
                                                                                                                                                     Transferrin, peroxiredoxin 3
                                                                                                                                                     Keratin 5, annexin
  Nallagangula et al. (2017) (unpublished data)    ALD                          Serum            2-DE and LC-MS                                      Serotransferrin
                                                                                                 Keratin isoforms                                    
                                                                                                                                                     Vitamin D binding protein isoform 3
                                                                                                                                                     Angiotensinogen preproprotein
                                                                                                                                                     CD5 antigen-like protein
                                                                                                                                                     Hemopexin precursor
                                                                                                                                                     α1 antichymotrypsin
                                                                                                                                                     Glycerol kinase isoform X1
                                                                                                                                                     Sex hormone binding protein

HCV: hepatitis C virus; HBV: hepatitis B virus; ALD: alcoholic liver disease; 2-DE: two-dimensional electrophoresis; LC-MS: liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry.

Biomarker validation {#section4-1849454418777186}
====================

Biomarker validation is necessary to deliver high-quality research data for effective use of biomarker for better patient care. Great interest and technological advancement in biomarker discovery results in identification of protein biomarker candidates for CLD. Biomarker candidates require verification that demonstrates the differential expression which remains detectable by assay to be used for validation.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186]^ Despite numerous biomarker candidates identification, verification may be done only for few qualified candidates in terms of marker performance and reagent availability.^[@bibr10-1849454418777186]^ Proteins that act in cellular pathways and deregulated in CLD should be considered for further validation.^[@bibr19-1849454418777186]^ Validation of biomarker and clinical assay optimization requires measurement of thousands of patient samples with narrow measurement coefficient of variation values.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186]^

Assay optimization {#section5-1849454418777186}
==================

As MS is unable to achieve high measurement accuracy and precision, it is necessary to develop antibodies for quantification of biomarker candidates. Concentration of protein in serum or plasma ranges from picograms to nanograms per milliliter; highly sensitive immunotechniques are required for quantification. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is the best alternative for quantification of these proteins compared to sophisticated nonimmune-based techniques.^[@bibr35-1849454418777186]^ Capture and detection antibodies (monoclonal or polyclonal), which detect distinct epitope of the protein, are needed to form sandwich reaction. Specificity of antibodies is established using Western blot or immunostaining. During development of ELISA, care should be taken to minimize the effect of variables such as avidity, concentration of antibodies (monoclonal capture/detection 0.5--4/0.25--2 µg/ml and polyclonal capture/detection 0.2--0.8/0.05--0.4 µg/ml), incubation time and temperature, sample volume, dilution of sample, pH, composition and concentration of diluents, enzyme, substrate, and quality of detector which affect performance characteristics. Fluorescent or chemiluminescent are other alternatives for better sensitivity.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186],[@bibr36-1849454418777186]^

Analytical evaluation {#section6-1849454418777186}
=====================

Newly developed assay requires analytical validation before evaluating clinical utility in terms of performance characteristics such as outcome studies, clinical requirement, proficiency testing, and goals set by regulatory agencies.^[@bibr35-1849454418777186]^ Preanalytical variables should be characterized and controlled in various physiological and pathological conditions. Time of collection of sample (fasting or fed state) should be defined. In fed state, chylomicrons do not affect ELISA. Selection of appropriate sample (plasma or serum) and use of anticoagulants should be determined. Storage conditions and duration of storage should be examined. Physiological factors such as age, gender, and ethnicity significantly affect protein concentrations along with lifestyle factors. Pathological conditions and drugs which influence protein concentrations should be examined before estimation.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186]^

Indicators of accuracy, precision, analytical measurement range, and reference intervals should be defined. Trueness is the closeness of agreement between average measured values of different samples which reflect bias (systemic error). Accuracy is the closeness of agreement between the values measured and true concentration of analyte.^[@bibr37-1849454418777186]^ Newly discovered methods usually do not have reference materials and methods and should use alternative protocols such as spike, recovery, and linearity. Use of specific antibodies should be necessary to have no cross reactivity with other proteins. Care should be taken during ELISA development to minimize the errors because of exogenous and endogenous substances. The factors (buffer components, sample matrix, compliment, and rheumatoid factor) can impact antibody binding in natural samples and therefore influence the accuracy of results should be ruled out.^[@bibr38-1849454418777186]^ Repeatability is the measurement performed in the same condition, and reproducibility is the measurement performed in different conditions. To assess precision, two replicates per sample per run, and two runs per day for least 20 days are recommended.^[@bibr39-1849454418777186]^ Reference intervals must be defined for protein of interest and new methodology by comparing healthy individual values similar to those of patient values.^[@bibr39-1849454418777186]^ Reference values should be subdivided into groups based on age, gender, race, and physiological states. Normal distribution of reference intervals for protein of interest for parametric analysis is presented as mean ± 2SD and for nonparametric analysis will be presented as percentiles. Limits of detection and quantification must be defined with acceptable accuracy and precision. Limit of detection is the lowest value that exceeds the measurand value against blank sample which does not have protein of interest. Linearity gives the relation between observed value and expected value which is above the range of measurand values.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186],[@bibr39-1849454418777186]^

Clinical validation {#section7-1849454418777186}
===================

After analytical validation of new methodology for protein of interest, biomarker candidate should confirm the performance characteristics in terms of consistency and accuracy in clinical evaluation to diagnose or predict the clinical outcome of CLD. The newly identified biomarker candidate should satisfy the following criteria.^[@bibr40-1849454418777186]^

Sensitivity of biomarker {#section8-1849454418777186}
------------------------

The ability of a biomarker or change in magnitude of a biomarker with precision which is sensitive enough to reflect a meaningful change in clinical end point of CLD.

Specificity of biomarker {#section9-1849454418777186}
------------------------

The ability of a biomarker or change in magnitude of a biomarker which distinguish patients who are responders and nonresponders in terms of change in clinical end point of CLD.

Probability of false positive {#section10-1849454418777186}
-----------------------------

Desired change of biomarker is not reflected by positive change in clinical end point or even worse is associated with negative change in a clinical end point of CLD.

Probability of false negative {#section11-1849454418777186}
-----------------------------

No change or small change is observed in magnitude of biomarker which fails to signal positive and meaningful change in a clinical end point of CLD.

Pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic model {#section12-1849454418777186}
-------------------------------------

Correlation between changes in biomarker and drug exposure, to predict future outcome or standardization of dose adjustments based on biomarker measurements.

Likelihood ratio of biomarker indicates certainty of the diagnosis of disease prevalence and calculates posttest odds of having a disease as the prevalence changes. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is the comparison of diagnostic accuracy of two or more tests and to define appropriate cutoff for clinical utility of test. Likelihood ratio and ROC curve are derived from sensitivity and specificity values.^[@bibr2-1849454418777186],[@bibr41-1849454418777186]^

Clinical utility {#section13-1849454418777186}
================

Clinical utility predicts positive outcome of drug in selected and unselected groups. Novel biomarker candidate needs to be evaluated in a series of human population (sub and stratified). In phase I (exploratory phase), test results should be different from patients with confirmed CLD and those of control population without CLD. Area under ROC curve should be \>0.5 for newly identified biomarker candidate to proceed further. In phase II (challenge phase), different cutoff values for sensitivity and specificity should be defined with diagnostic accuracy to predict the presence or the absence of CLD. Phase III (advanced clinical phase) is to establish diagnostic accuracy of biomarker in target population in different geographical regions independently. Phase IV (outcome phase) gives the positive influence of test to get healthy outcome of CLD by evaluating both tested and untested patients with respect to diagnostic and therapeutic intervention.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186],[@bibr42-1849454418777186],[@bibr43-1849454418777186]^

Pitfalls and limitations {#section14-1849454418777186}
========================

In current medical research, novel biomarker should have the ability to improve treatment which is cost-effective.^[@bibr7-1849454418777186]^ Newly identified biomarkers for CLD are unable to replace the existing conventional markers in clinical practice due to errors in study design or experimental execution. Despite numerous biomarker candidates identified for CLD, few biomarkers only validated successfully. Pitfalls in biomarker pipeline are because of no proper relation between discovery, verification, and clinical validation (due to lack of definite selection criteria in discovery phase, biomarker verification (sensitivity and specificity), and less robustness in analytical validation) as well as less structure and scientific factors which fail to give strong evidence for better patient care ([Figure 3](#fig3-1849454418777186){ref-type="fig"}).^[@bibr7-1849454418777186],[@bibr19-1849454418777186]^

![Pitfalls and limitations in biomarker development.](10.1177_1849454418777186-fig3){#fig3-1849454418777186}

During discovery phase, appropriate and well characterized clinical specimen has impact on outcome of identification process.^[@bibr44-1849454418777186]^ Selection of patients for biomarker studies should be done by specialist to ensure the presence or absence of the disease. Randomization and optimal selection of patients with single etiology are necessary and are well matched with age and gender with the same ethnicity. Other lifestyle factors play an important role in selection criteria, namely, body mass index, habits, physical activity as well as metabolic syndromes, and use of drugs.^[@bibr7-1849454418777186]^ Small sample size and lack of information about history may give false negative values in discovery phase.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186],[@bibr45-1849454418777186]^ Proper procedures for samples collection, handling, and storage to avoid denaturation of proteins should be followed. Systematic monitoring of quality of sample over a time period is necessary.^[@bibr7-1849454418777186]^ Suitable semiquantitative methods and sophisticated technologies like LC-MS along with proper analysis and data interpretation can improve biomarker candidate quality and yield.

Validation of biomarker is expensive and time-consuming. Protein biomarker quantification is essential to have specific detection and capture antibodies with high sensitivity to form sandwich method with low concentrated protein in biological specimens. Analysis of protein of interest should be carried in triplicates and reported in mean and standard deviation.^[@bibr7-1849454418777186],[@bibr13-1849454418777186]^ In research laboratory, quality control procedures are less compared to clinical laboratories, and basic steps should be implemented to get accuracy and precision.^[@bibr46-1849454418777186]^ Difficulties in validation strategies, which need well-defined sub and stratified population matched with pathological and physiological factors of early disease state, are main reasons for pitfalls. Lack of sensitivity, specificity of biomarker for disease progression and regression with ROC ≤ 75%, and likelihood ratio ≤ 5 with odd ratio ≤ 1 are limitations in biomarker pipeline.^[@bibr7-1849454418777186]^

Transition from research to routine {#section15-1849454418777186}
===================================

Newly identified biomarker needs to satisfy and fulfill the need of application which can be able to separate patients into groups that clinicians would treat differently and could be able to give reliable outcome of the treatment and it should be evidence based.^[@bibr46-1849454418777186]^ New test should add or replace the information provided by existing biomarkers for CLD and cost-effective for better patient care.^[@bibr47-1849454418777186]^ Introduction of new biomarker from research laboratory into clinical laboratory is three-way collaboration involving research laboratory, diagnostic industry, and clinical laboratory.^[@bibr48-1849454418777186]^ Care should be taken in research laboratory about selection of novel biomarker evaluation at early stage to minimize the methodological bias (preanalytical, analytical, and postanalytical) which may affect results.^[@bibr49-1849454418777186],[@bibr50-1849454418777186]^ Validated biomarker in research laboratory will be transferred to specialist referral laboratory to confirm the assessment in clinical setting.^[@bibr47-1849454418777186]^

Once new test has beneficial effect on patient outcome which is evidence based and cost-effective, it will be introduced into funded health care system. Biomarker has to meet analytical validation, quality control, external validation, personal qualification, training, and documentation for approval (510(k)/premarket approval (PMA)/in vitro diagnostic (IVD) Directive 98/97/EC).^[@bibr13-1849454418777186],[@bibr47-1849454418777186]^ The test developed should be suitable for clinical laboratory and capable to meet basic requirements (robustness, stability of reagents, acceptable turnaround time, adaptability for automation, and low cost). If biomarker is ideally measured in serum which does not require special handling, storage with robust analytical procedure, rejection of samples will be minimized which decreases turnaround time. Internal quality control should be robust as external quality control may not be available for newly discovered and validated biomarkers. Interlaboratory comparison can provide information about accuracy and precision at early stages. Definite reference intervals and linearity range will help for best practice of biomarker.^[@bibr47-1849454418777186]^

Regulatory requirements {#section16-1849454418777186}
=======================

IVD device to enter into market must meet the rules and regulations of 510(k) premarketing clearance or PMA by the food and drug administration (FDA) in the United States, the Pharmaceutical Affairs Law (PAL) and Market Authorization Holder by Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices Agency of Japan, and IVD Directive 98/97/EC by member states of European Union. According to FDA, 510(k) process is that new test should measure existing FDA classified analyte I or II where there is predicate cleared test which are commercially available. Information about new test should include classification, performance characteristics, and analytical capability (accuracy, precision, linearity, specificity, and sensitivity) comparison with that of existing predicate test. Class III, which is associated with high risk or clinical utility of biomarker or novel technological measurements or no predicate device, needs PMA process.^[@bibr13-1849454418777186],[@bibr51-1849454418777186],[@bibr52-1849454418777186]^

Companion diagnostics {#section17-1849454418777186}
=====================

Companion diagnostics (CDx) is the central part of personalized medicine. CDx is simultaneous development of drug and diagnostic test: in vitro diagnostic device which provides information about safe and effective use of corresponding therapeutic product. CDx includes screening and detection, prognosis, monitoring, and theranostics. The key indicator for CDx is robustness of financing environment for drug and diagnostic companies which minimizes costs from selection of patient population till clinical trials. CDx improves chances for approval and increases market uptake. There is a need for CDx which can be able to provide diagnostic test specific for therapeutic drug for cost-effective and successful management of CLD.^[@bibr7-1849454418777186],[@bibr53-1849454418777186]^

Conclusion {#section18-1849454418777186}
==========

Early diagnosis of CLD is essential for disease management and even reversibility of liver fibrosis/cirrhosis. Concentration of proteins expressed from liver into circulation serves as an indicator for liver dysfunction and good source of biomarker development based on proteomic approach. Technological advancement generates biomarker candidates which is a prerequisite for validation in terms of performance characteristics, analytical validation, accuracy, precision, and clinical utility. Factors that affect discovery and validation should be controlled to overcome pitfalls in biomarker pipeline. Evidence-based biomarker which fulfills regulatory requirements should be introduced into clinical practice by collaboration with research laboratory, diagnostic industry, and clinical laboratory. Rapid development in CDx would provide a cost-effective best practice for the management of CLD.
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